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U.S. Moves to Protect Electric Grid
Congressional Leaders Seek Federal Standards After
Report on Attack
Wall Street Journal – February 6, 2014
By Rebecca Smith

The PG&E Metcalf substation near San Jose, which funnels electricity to Silicon Valley. It was the target of an attack by armed intruders last
April. Talia Herman for The Wall Street Journal

Congressional leaders in both parties are pushing to impose federal standards for
protecting the electric grid from physical attacks in the wake of a Wall Street Journal report
detailing a sophisticated attack on a California transmission substation last year.

Sen. Dianne Feinstein, a California Democrat, said she and other senators will ask the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to "set minimum security standards for critical
substations."

Rep. Trent Franks, a conservative Republican representing Glendale, Ariz., said "the last
thing I want to do is regulate any industry." But utilities must do more to protect the grid, and
soon, he said, for the sake of national security.

The utility industry's main trade group said its members are already working with
government regulators and local law enforcement to beef up grid protections. In the wake of
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the California incident, utilities have focused on increasing protection at the perimeters of
critical locations, the Edison Electric Institute said.

Defending the grid from physical sabotage has gained urgency in light of the armed attack
last April on the Metcalf substation near San Jose, Calif., which is owned by PG&E Corp.
The incident began in the middle of the night when intruders cut telecommunication cables
near the transmission hub, crossed a horse pasture, and opened fire on the substation,
which funnels electricity to Silicon Valley.

In a 19-minute period, gunmen fired more than 100 rounds into substation equipment,
disabling 17 of 20 big transformers. It took 27 days to make $16 million of repairs, according
to records PG&E filed with state regulators. No one has been arrested or charged,
according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

FERC is the agency with the clearest jurisdiction over the electric grid's reliability. But it has
to navigate a process that some lawmakers say is unacceptably slow and unwieldy to
create grid-protection standards backed by penalties. Under a 2005 law, the commission
has to accept or reject—but can't alter—proposals written by an industry-dominated group.

Congress is beginning to confront the reality that "FERC lacks the authority it needs to
protect the grid," said Rep. Henry Waxman, a Los Angeles Democrat. He said lawmakers
have been worried about grid security but were urged by law-enforcement officials not to
talk about the Metcalf incident because it remains under investigation.

One proposal Congress is discussing would give FERC the power to write and impose
interim rules on grid defenses. The utility industry would still have the opportunity to
influence any permanent requirements.

Improving security wouldn't necessarily require big investments, power-industry experts
say. For example, many big substations are already equipped with infrared cameras that
look for equipment that is overheating.

"The same cameras could be used for intrusion detection," said Arshad Mansoor, senior
vice president of the industry-funded Electric Power Research Institute in Palo Alto, Calif. Or
they could look beyond a fence, which is where the Metcalf gunmen were positioned.

John Jipping, chief operating officer of ITC Holdings Corp. , which owns transmission
systems in six states and is based outside Detroit, said the company has invested a lot in
physical security but worries that others haven't done as much and represent "weak links in
the system."

Some power-industry executives said it would be difficult to come up with rules that would
work in both urban and rural settings. "One size fits all may not get you true resiliency," said
Lisa Barton, executive vice president of transmission for American Electric Power Co.,
which is based in Columbus, Ohio, and owns one of the largest transmission networks in
the U.S.

Increasing protections could be expensive, she said, adding, "I'm not saying it isn't worth it.


